The Bavarian Association for Modern Pentathlon (BLMF) in Germany is seeking a Head Coach Modern Pentathlon (m/f/d)

Job Description

To further the successful development of high-performance sports in Modern Pentathlon in Bavaria, we are looking for a motivated and dynamic Head Coach Modern Pentathlon (m/f/d). The position is limited until December 31, 2024, but continued employment is expressly desired.

Key Responsibilities

• Establishment and expansion of training structures in Nuremberg with the goal of establishing a state training centre
• Planning and execution of daily training for advanced athletes at Bavarian training centres and support of Bavarian athletes at competitions
• Organization and implementation of training camps, regional and national competitions, as well as other association events
• Development of Bavarian athletes to reach national and international excellence

Requirements

• Completed degree in sports science, training theory, or sports economics, or equivalent knowledge and experience
• German or equivalent foreign coaching license for high-performance sports in Modern Pentathlon, (epee) fencing, athletics, swimming, triathlon
• In-depth expertise in fencing or running and swimming training, as well as a willingness to familiarize oneself with other sports within Modern Pentathlon
• Several years of experience and an engaging and motivating work style when dealing with children and young people
• Team-oriented and proactive work style
• Strong organizational and communication skills, as well as coordination talent
• Driver's license
• Good knowledge of spoken and written German

We offer

• Performance-based remuneration
• Significant autonomy and various arrangement options
• Excellent training facilities, including the only competition-ready obstacle course in Germany
• Motivating work environment and flat hierarchy
• Close collaboration and full support from the BLMF board, volunteer coaches and department heads of the clubs
• Direct involvement in board decisions
• Support for transferring or acquiring coaching licenses and further education

In addition to a dedicated focus on high-performance sports, BLMF aims to build a solid foundation for recruiting new talents through other UIPM sports (Laser-Run, Biathle, Triathle) and sports partnerships with schools. These talents are then fostered in the Bavarian athlete squad and developed into the German and international elite. The BLMF leadership consists of a highly committed, volunteer team with short decision-making paths and high flexibility. Currently, the Nuremberg Area represents the main focus of Modern Pentathlon in Bavaria.

Please send your comprehensive application via email to: geschaeftsstelle@blmf.de